Hand orientation for grasping and arm joint rotation patterns in healthy subjects and hemiparetic stroke patients.
We previously demonstrated that the hand orientation for grasping (azimuth) is strongly coupled to arm movement direction in the horizontal plane. The question is whether this coupling is directly controlled or secondary to a regulation of the arm angular configuration. To this purpose, we quantified hand orientation and arm joint rotations during unconstrained reaching movements in healthy subjects and in patients with hemiparesis due to stroke since they use altered joint rotation patterns for reaching. Seven healthy subjects and eight patients with a right hemiparesis participated (four had a moderate and four had a mild disorder). Four electromagnetic sensors were used to measure hand orientation and to compute the wrist, elbow and shoulder joint angles. Hand azimuth at the time of grasping was correlated to arm movement direction in all the healthy and hemiparetic individuals. In healthy subjects, a regression analysis of the arm joint rotations suggested that the coupling between hand azimuth and movement direction was not due to a correlation with a particular degree of freedom. Patients used different hand orientations for grasping and different joint rotation patterns that varied according to their level of disability and the use of compensatory strategies. The findings observed in both healthy subjects and patients with stroke show that the coupling of hand azimuth for grasping to movement direction was controlled independently of the set of joint rotations used for reaching. This suggests that it is a basic synergy directly controlled by the motor system.